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Abst rac t - -A  certain multiple integral evaluated by Chikuse [1, p. 402, equation (11)] is evaluated 
in this paper by two different methods. The value of this integral is expressed in terms of a single 
matrix argument zonal polynomial unlike Chikuse [1], who expresses this value in terms of a zonal 
poiynomial of two matrix arguments. @ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a p × p positive definite symmetric matrix R, Chikuse [1, p. 402, equation (11)] shows that 
X 
fo IRIt-'~lI- RI~-'~Ca(AR) dR 
(1) Go i r~(t,¢)(m-u)~ ~,a ~,a 
k=O ¢ 
where 2m = (p + 1), and the other quantities in (1) are defined by Chikuse [1], and in [2]. 
When X = I we know that (1) reduces to the value 
£o I IRIt-mlI _ RI~-'~C~(AR) = Pp(t, ~ )T'p(U) dR K r,(t + u, ~) Ca(A), (2) 
where K denotes certain numerical constant. Actually, in view of the known result [1, p. 402, 
equation (2.3)], 
C¢5,afA = ,~,A) O~'~C+(A), 
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result (1) should be 
o z Im'-'~lI - m~-~Ca ( AR) dR 
(3) 
=l-'p,m,,X,'z_._ , (  ~1 I 'S-" E G" rp(t+m,¢) ~* " ' "  
k=O 
so that when X -- I, (3) reduces to (2). 
Chikuse [1] uses this integral, besides many other results, to show that some distributions of 
the matrix variates and latent roots arising in the multivariate Behrens-Fisher discrimination 
problem, in the null case, can be explicitly expressed in terms of invariant polynomials with two 
matrix arguments. 
In this note, in the next two sections, we  obtain two different expressions for (3) by two different 
methods. 
2. F IRST  EXPRESS ION 
We have the integral 
o X lRlt-'~lI - R]~-mCx(AR) dR 
=  lXl /o lRI i -  x , .Rx1/2 (x ' . ;x ' .R )  
Now, from (2) note that 
I I 
f IR I* -" I I  - RI'-'~C~(AR)dR= .~ [RI'-'~}I - R I ' - "C; ,  (H'AHR) dR, 
for any p x p orthogonal matrix H, irrespective of the known result that 
C~(An) = max C~ (H'AHR). 
H 
Next, the integral of (5) over the region such that 
H dH = 1, 
'H=I  
with respect o H, does not alter the value of (5). 
Thus, integral (4) equals the value 
IXl*/oI]Rl*-'~lI- RI m-'~ I -X1/2RX1/2-('~-U) C), (HAH'XI/2RXU2) dR 
= IXI'(C;,(I))-'O~(A)/o I IRI '-'~ ~Fo (m - u; X '/2RX ~/2) 
= XI'(C>(Z))-'C~(A) ~_, E. o ~ ~(,'rT--V) Jo IRI ' -" ' I I  - -RI ~-~ 
k=O 
Next, using the result [1, p. 402, equation (2.7)] 
Co(A)C~,(A) = E g~3 'C~(A)' 
8 
the value of (4) is given by the expression 
1 Fp((rn -,~), o) ~ rp(t, 5)rp(m) 
KIXI'[C~(I)]-~C~(A) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~(.V-:--% go,~ G(t+'~,~)C~(X). 
k=O 0 5 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
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3. SECOND EXPRESSION 
To derive the second expression, we assume ( I  - X)  to be positive definite and write (6) to be 
= IXl ' l -[  - X l  ~- ' "  f f  [z - -~1' -"  I + G1/2RG1/2 
R)) eR (s) 
= ]XltI7 - Xp  -m ~o I [RIm--rnlf -- R[t-rnc.k (x l /2AX l /2 ( f  -- R)) 
• ( (m-  dR, 
where G = X1/2(I - X ) - IXV  2, and G 1/2 is lower tr iangular square root of G. 
Now if G 1/2 is lower triangular, then there exists a lower tr iangular matr ix S such that 
S-1GU2S = diag G 1/2, 
where  diag G I/2 denotes the diagonal matr ix  of the roots of GU2,  i.e., the diagonal e lement G I/2. 
Without  loss of generality, we  assume diag G I/2 = AI, and  hence, find that 
Q-1/Up1/2QV2 = I, Q = (f lss~),  p,/2 = A-1G1/2. 
Actually, wi thout  loss of generality we  may assume A = I. 
The  following result is useful in the present context. Let Z = (Z~ Z~) ~ be a 2p x n matrix, 
Z Ip  × n, then the squared canonical correlation coefficients are the roots of the matr ix  
D = AB = Z~ (Z~Z~) -1 Z1Z~ (Z2Z~) -~ Z2, 
where A and B are idempotent matrices• 
Now writing 
tr D = tr AB = tr A 2/3 2 = tr A AB B = tr(AB)'AB = tr D'D, 
and choosing D such that tr D = tr E with 
001 
we find that 
Epxp,  
t rE  : tr (E 'E )  U2 g = tr E 'E ,  (9) 
where H is some p × p orthogonal matr ix and E = (E'E)I/2H is the polar decomposition of E. 
It follows from (9) that  
(E 'E)  1/2 - H = 0, i.e., Q-1 /2  (E ,E) I /2  Q1/~ = Q-~/~HQ~/~ = I. 
The orthogonal  matr ix  H has its determinant  unity, and  any  matr ix  whose  determinant  is unity 
can be written as AA ~ = H,  where  A is a lower triangular matr ix  whose  all diagonal elements 
are unity. Note  that (E~E) U2 may be assumed to be lower triangular or symmetr ic ,  in wh ich  
case H also must  be symmetr ic ,  and  thus, e.g., 
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In any case, 
I - Q - I /2H (E'E) ~/2 QI/2 = o, (i0) 
and we assume that H(E 'E )U2 is a square root of H(E'E)H' .  The result given in this paper 
depends on property (I0). 
Now using (I0), we  find (8) to be 
IXl~l ~ - Xl  ~-~ f f  IQ  - R I  t -~  IQ  -~ - TF -~ lTI -~  
• I -  Q1/2P1/2Q-1/2RQ-1/~PV2Q~/2T -~ 
• CA (X1/2AXI/2P-1/2Q-I/2(Q -- R)Q-I /2P -1/2) dT dR, 
(11) 
where 
CA (X1/2AX1/2 (I - Q-1/21~Q-1/2) ) 
: C A (X1/2AX 1/2 ( I -  P-1/2Q-1/2Q1/2p1/2Q-1/21~Q-1/2p1/2Q1/2Q-1/2p-1/2)) 
= Ca (XW2AX1/2P-U2Q-U2(Q - R)Q-1/2P-1/2), 
where in view of (10), Q1/2p1/2Q-1/2 = I. 
To evaluate (11), we set 
R1/2TR 1/2 = Q-1/2UQ-1/2, R = U + V, (12) 
and reduce (11) to the integral 
0 I IXPlI - x l  ~-~ IQ  - g - V i * - I~ IQ - U l -~ lV l~-mlgv  ~ 
"CA (X1/2AX1/2p-1/2Q-1/2(Q - Y - V)Q-1/2p-1/2"~ dU dV. \ 
(13) 
Integrating out U and V by the usual procedure, integral (13) yields the value 
K]X l t l I -  Xl~-r~ rp(t'A)rP(t + u -  S[- ~,-A~ff Ca (p -1x1/2AX1/2)  
= KlXlt[ I  - Xp- '~r~( t ,  ~)rp(t + ~ - m, ~)[rp(~ + t, A)]-2Cx(A(I - X)). 
(14) 
Again note the following result. If [A - ) J [  = [B-AI I ,  then we must have that [A - I  I = ]B - I  I. 
Equation (10) shows that 
IHEE 'H ' -  I[ = 0 = IUU ' -  If, 
provided UU'  has at least one root unity, and hence, from (I0), Q-Z/2H(UU')V2QI /2  = I. Thus, 
if XW2(I - X ) - IX  1/e = I, i.e., 2X = jr, then (14) holds. 
Next, the integral 
/o 
= Kr~(~, ~)rp(t)[rA~, +t, ~)]-lCa(A), 
(15) 
when X = I. We evaluate (15) for general X. 
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Integral (15) equals the integral 
i x IXltln[ t -m Z - II - R l Cx(A( I  - R)) dR X1/2RX1/2 
Ix] ~ IR ] t - '~ l I -  RI m-'~ 2F1 ( rn -u , t , t ;X1 /2RX 1/2) Cx(A( I -R ) )dR  
: [Xlt [R[t-.~IQ _ R[.~-.~ [Q-1 _ T[~+ t-r~-'~ [rl" . . . . .  
• z - c2 /~x l /~Q-1 /2RQ-1 /2x1/2Q1/2T  -~ c~ (AX-1 /~O-1 /2(Q-R)mI /2X-~/~)  eT  dR, 
which with Q1/2X1/2Q-1/2 : I and using (12) yields the value 
KIXI  t fo x [Up +t . . . .  IVlm-~-'~Cx (X -1 /2AX-1 /2Q-1 /2(Q - u - V)Q -1/2) dU dV (16) 
= K IX I%( -~,  a ) r , ( .~  - ~) r~(~ + t - .~) [ r , ( .~  + t, a ) ] -~c~ (AX-1). 
If X = I, then u = m in (16) and Fp(0) = 1, and (16) will reduce to (2). 
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